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Abstract 
We studied the rare muon decay process ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ. This Standard Model process is the background with respect to the 
signal process ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା which is predicted by many extensions of the SM. We show that the process ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ 
could be suppressed by cuts on the total energy of charged leptons in the kinematic region where the signal of new physics such 
as ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା is expected to appear. Also, we demonstrated that angular distributions of decay products in the processߤା ՜
݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ are sensitive to the muon polarization and could be used to distinguish the signal of new physics ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା 
from the background process ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ.  
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1. Introduction 
In the Standard Model of particle physics, Lepton flavor is conserved in all processes [1]. The net flavor of all 
resulting leptons must be the same as that of the leptons involved in the initiation of the process. However, Lepton 
Flavor Conservation (LFC) is not known to be a law of physics, and there exists room in the SM for LFC processes 
that violate this property. While insubstantial evidence now exists to disprove LFC, there are a few promising 
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candidate-processes, whose discovery would demonstrate that the SM needs to be revised [2]. One such process is 
the decay of a muon into two positrons and an electron, ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା. 
2. ࣆା ՜ ࢋାࢋିࢋା, theory and experiment 
While ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା is not known to occur, the process ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ is. This process, in line with the SM, 
does accord with the presumptions of LFC. However, due to its similarity to the theoretical process, the process 
ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ can mimic the signal of new physics. As a result, in the pursuit of lepton flavor violating 
processes, we can rely upon natural signposts such as ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ to hint at the right path. By combing the 
energy range in which ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା is expected to occur, we may be able to distinguish it from the background 
process ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ [2]. Unfortunately, this is not a straightforward task. ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ is an extremely 
rare process – its branching ratio is about ͵ǤͶ ൈ ͳͲିହ, but the branching ratio of ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା is lower by many 
orders of magnitude [2]. This would make detecting ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା very difficult even under ideal circumstances, 
and so we require means to circumvent its elusiveness [1]. 
 In a study performed by Blondel et al. [3], the branching ratio so far achieved experimentally in searches for 
ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା is less than ͳǤͲ ൈ ͳͲିଵଶ. Their study indicates the necessary sensitivity for experiments looking for 
ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା must reach a branching ratio of less than ͳͲିଵ଺. This means that current experimental methods are 
more than four orders of magnitude too imprecise to acquire results that would show signs of the theoretical process. 
 
Table 1. Experimental limits on lepton flavor violating muon decays [3]. 
Decay Channel Experiment Branching Ratio Limit 
μ ĺ eȖ 
μ ĺ eȖ 
MEGA 
MEG 
< 1.2×10-11 
< 2.4×10-12 
μ ĺ eee SINDRUM < 1.0×10-12 
μAu ĺ eAu SINDRUM II < 7.0×10-13 
 
 
In our study, we developed a method that would improve techniques to search for ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା. It is known that 
ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ would mimic the theoretical process if the energy of the two neutrinos were close enough to zero 
to be negligible. Consequently, it is assumed that we would detect the theoretical process if we could limit the 
search for it to regions of energy in which this is the case, suppressing the occurrences of ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ, and 
exaggerating those of ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା. Previous research on the subject has considered the results only of muon 
decays in which the muon beam was neutrally polarized. We aim to verify the results and generalize them to 
positively and negatively polarized muons under the assumption that polarization would exert an influence on the 
expanse of signal-regions [4]. 
In order to study the polarized decays in nature, an analytical formula describing them must be employed. 
Unfortunately, none currently exist for polarized muons. However, there exist two methods for producing them – 
they can be derived “traditionally” (by hand) [2], or they can be estimated from a numerical analysis. Our research 
concerned the latter method. 
3. Methods 
We used Monte Carlo generator MadGraph5 to model the behavior of ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ. In total, we performed 
three separate simulations, one for neutrally polarized muon decay, one for positively polarized muon decay, and 
one for negatively polarized muon decay. We applied cuts on the dataset in MadGraph5 for certain energy ranges, 
allowing us discern the how the background process had been affected with greater precision. In order to process 
this data, we employed ROOT, the CERN data analysis framework. 
All of the histograms to follow were made with ROOT, the structure of each one based on computational models 
composed in C. For each polarization, the number of decays sampled and graphed was one-million. 
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4. Results 
 
Fig. 1. Diagrams of the background processes. 
 
We will briefly review the nature of the mechanics of the background process before proceeding. A ߤା ՜
݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ decay can occur in four different ways. Here we have diagrams depicting two of them. In Fig. 1a, the 
muon decays into two neutrinos and a virtual positron, which emits a photon. The photon is then converted to a 
݁ା݁ି pair. In Fig. 1b, the muon emits the photon and decays into a positron and two neutrinos. The other two 
permutations of this process differ slightly. In both cases, we would see the same orders of events, except the 
positions of the positrons in the aftermath would be inverted. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Normalized entries vs. the total energy of charged leptons; (b) the same, but cut at 50 MeV with a base-10 log scale applied to the y-
axis. 
 
In Fig. 2, the number of events peaks at a total charged lepton energy of about 50 MeV, before steeply 
decreasing. In other words, we see suppression of the background process beyond 50 MeV. The results for polarized 
processes are not shown because polarization had a negligible effect on energy distributions. The cut evident in 
Fig. 2b simply highlights the behavior of the region in which ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ is being suppressed. 
The muon polarization significantly affects angular distributions of decay products. In Fig. 3a, the negative curve 
corresponds to the positively polarized process, the positive curve corresponds to the negatively polarized process, 
and the flat curve corresponds to the non-polarized process. This indicates that muon polarization leads to 
significant asymmetry of angular distributions. Fig. 3a is important because it confirms that the behavior of ߤା ՜
݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ matches the predictions of the Standard Model. If we detect deviations from this behavior, it would be 
an indication of physics beyond the Standard Model including, perhaps, ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା. 
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Fig. 3. (a) The normalized entries versus the cosine of the emission angle of the leading positron, for all 3 polarizations; (b) a 2-D histogram of 
the energy of the leading positron versus the energy of the subleading positron.  
 
In Fig. 3b, it is made clear that the greatest number of events occurs when the energy of the leading positron is 
between 10 and 50 MeV, and the energy of the subleading positron is no greater than approximately 13 MeV. 
Fig. 3b suggests that we can significantly reduce the incidence of the background process by ensuring that the 
energies of the leading and subleading positrons are outside this region.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4. The normalized entries versus the energy of an electron (a) and of a positron (b). 
 
In Fig. 4a, the distribution shows that the background process most often occurred when the electron had an 
energy of about 5 MeV, and decreased as the electron energy increased. Fig. 4a indicates that we can reduce the 
incidence of the background process by raising the electron energy above 5 MeV.  
In Fig. 4b, most events occur when the positron energy is about 5 MeV, and they decrease in number as the 
positron energy increases, much as they do with respect to the electron energy. The key difference is the visible 
hump, which results from a more gradual die-off in occurrence – there are more events when the positron’s energy is 
greater than the electron’s. This suggests we would have to raise the positrons’ energy more greatly than we would 
than the electron’s to see a significant reduction in the background process.   
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Table 2. Branching ratios of the background process for a series of cuts on (݉ఓ െ ܧ௧௢௧) where ܧ௧௢௧ is the total energy of all charged leptons, 
and ݉ఓ = 105.7 MeV and ݉௘ = 0.511 MeV are masses of the muon and electron, respectively. 
 
Cut Number of Events Branching Ratio 
1me 16296 2.85×10-19 
5me 
10me 
50me 
100me 
No cut 
1000000 
1000000 
1000000 
1000000 
1000000 
4.94×10-15 
3.27×10-13 
7.62×10-9 
2.25×10-6 
3.84×10-5 

 
In Table 2, the branching ratios grow rapidly smaller as the cuts become severe. This means that, in the regions 
delineated by the cuts, the incidence of the background process is reduced. By searching in these regions, we may 
see greater incidence of the signal process. 
5. Conclusion 
From these results we can draw two conclusions: The first is that the occurrence of the background process is 
highly suppressed when the dataset is cut at 25 MeV, 5 MeV, 2.5 MeV, and particularly at 0.5 MeV. It is reasonable 
to assume that we would see higher incidence of ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା in the regions defined by these cuts. Note that this 
behavior was evident in all graphs of lepton energy presented, normalized events decreasing as the positron or 
electron energy increased. The second conclusion is that that angular distributions of decay products are sensitive to 
muon polarization. Muon polarization leads to asymmetry in angular distributions of charged leptons and could be 
used to distinguish the ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ା process from the Standard Model process ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାߥ௘ߥҧఓ that was studied 
in this work. Deviations observed in nature from the expected distribution of emission angles may be a sign of 
physics beyond the Standard Model. For our purposes, keeping this in mind may be useful. ߤା ՜ ݁ା݁ି݁ାis a non-
Standard Model process, and might be revealed by such deviations. 
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